
Melamine Marker Board
Use Dry Erase or Water Based Markers Only!

Wash with clean water, using a clean soft cloth.

2.    Remove any stubborn dirt or stains with a mild liquid detergent, or a 
       very mild powered hand soap, such as an automatic dishwasher soap. 

       Do not use abrasive cleaners, abrasive pads, or scouring
       powders. Old or set stains may require a solvent to soften. If a solvent is used, follow with a  
       mild powered hand soap and rinse as in part #3.

3.    Rinse thoroughly with clean water and let surface air dry. Do not wipe dry with a cloth or a        
       sponge.

4.    When an oil based or permanent marker has created stains, many times the stain can be          
       removed by tracing the marks with a dry erase marker.

5.    When step 4 does not work, use a mild solution of bleach and water to clean the surface. Let  
       air dry.

6.    For occasional cleaning, use a non oil based solution such as a glass cleaner. 

Chalkboard
1.    All chalkboards will provide better and longer performance if seasoned before use:
       a.    With the side of a piece of chalk, rub the entire surface of the board.
       b.    Erase board with a clean chalkboard eraser followed by a clean, dry, soft cloth. The   
              writing surface will now be slightly gray rather than deep colored. This permits the 
	 			writing	to	be	clearly	visible	without	light	reflections	as	well	as	easily	erased.
       c.    Repeat steps a and b above.
       d.    The longer the chalkboard is used the easier it will be to erase.

2.    These chalkboards may be washed with water without damage to the writing surface. Use a  
       clean sponge or rag with plenty of clean water to thoroughly wash all traces of chalk from the  
       board. Rinse sponge in clean water and repeat a second time. Wring sponge dry and wipe  
       entire board removing excess water.

  BREAK IN CHALKBOARD AS ABOVE AFTER EACH WASHING.

3.    DO NOT USE any gummed or adhesive tape on writing surface of chalkboards.

4.    Clean daily with a good chalkboard eraser. Use a good chalk that is free from grit and grease.
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